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RIGGINS INTERNATIONAL RIGHTS SERVICE IS NOW MOSAIC RIGHTS MANAGEMENT 
 
 
This year, Riggins International Rights Service celebrates their 15th anniversary serving as the rights 
department for several inspirational publishers.  They have issued over 5,000 licensing agreements and 
helped clients reach millions of people around the world with books and Bibles in their own language or 
preferred reading format.  
 
In celebration and commemoration of their phenomenal growth, reach and diversity, they have changed their 
name to reflect the current scope of the company.  They will now be known as Mosaic Rights Management.    
 
This name was chosen for the following reasons:  
 

• They promote and license titles in almost every category published. 
• They represent a mosaic of Christian publishers with diverse theological thought. 
• They currently license to a varied group of publishers in 55 languages, reaching a human mosaic of 

cultures and colors. 
• When placing all the pieces together, the finished result is a global mosaic that serves the inspirational 

publishing community. 
 
Clients and partners of Mosaic Rights Management had this to say about the company:  
 

“Mosaic has extended B&H’s global reach to over 2 million more lives.  Cindy and her team are 
invaluable to our global reach, we could not be in as many countries and languages as we are without 
her expert help and hard work.  We are strong, ministry driven partners.” —  Jennifer Lyell, Vice 
President of Book Publishing, B&H Publishing Group. 
 
“During the years Abingdon Press has been represented by Mosaic Rights Management, our books 
have been translated into 36 languages and have touched nearly one million lives across the globe. 
Mosaic Rights has helped us in our efforts to reach more people in more places; and we value the 
experience, the relationships, and the high degree of professionalism of the Mosaic Rights staff.” — 
Mary Catherine Dean, Associate Publisher/Editor-in-Chief, Abingdon Press  
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The overall mission and focus of the company will remain the same — to reach people around the globe with 
products, in various formats and in their respective language, that positively impacts their life and faith.   
  
 

ABOUT MOSAIC RIGHTS MANAGEMENT 
 
Mosaic Rights Management, a division of Riggins International Rights Services, serves as the rights 
department for several inspirational publishers.   For our clients, we offer professional multi-platform 
marketing, licensing sales and management for a successful global rights program.  For organizations seeking 
to acquire rights, Mosaic offers the convenience of having one source for rights to many products.    
 
Mosaic Rights Management is the largest inspirational rights service organization, representing nineteen 
publishers and a global team of experienced publishing professionals. Visit us at www.mosaicrights.com.  
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